


the proposed floodwall (at the substation on S Eads St.).  Work at the WPCP will need to
coordinated with them.

6. This area of Four Mile Run was part of a “living shoreline” enhancement approximately 6
years ago.  Components of this project included public art installed on the metal fence
surrounding the WPCP, a public art bench (imported from the Netherlands) located along this
fence, an observation platform, as well as fish murals painted occasionally along the trail. 
These items, as well as the shoreline itself, are all likely to be impacted by the proposed
floodwall and should be protected/relocated.

7. Depending on the exact locations of the transition points between wall heights, there is some
concern that the wall may not be high enough.

8. The wall will block off the natural overland flow path from approximately 61.5 upstream acres
that currently runoff directly to Four Mile Run.  During a future predicted large storm event
(500-year flood in the year 2070), it is estimated that up to almost 3 million cubic feet of
runoff could accumulate behind the wall.  The project will need to include some type of
detention facility to temporarily store this water, or provide a one-way valve/louvre system in
the wall to allow for upstream runoff to pass through, without allowing rising stream channel
levels to flood the plant.  The addition of these features may affect the cost-benefit analysis
for the project.

9. It was indicated during the public meeting that coastal surge with sea level rise was used for
analysis, as it was more conservative than riverine flooding.  We would be interested to know
how the proposed floodwall performs during a joint probability analysis.

 
Additional comments from other Arlington County departments may also be forthcoming.
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